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Welcome to another edition of Alert Diver Lite. In this edition
we will be addressing:
-- Q&As on medical fitness to dive
-- How distraction can cause problems while diving
-- Important facts about potable water
-- Staying in good ‘abdominal’ shape
-- Why the medical cliché of “take two aspirins and call me in the
morning” may not be good advice for divers
It is easy to forget that recreational diving is not a “walk in the park”. Scuba
diving is actually quite “abnormal”. Medically speaking, efforts to breathe
underwater are called drowning – at least after emerging from the womb
at birth. Obviously scuba diving is not considered a medical diagnosis but
it is not a natural state either. Not only is it counter-intuitive to breathe
underwater but our natural, instinctive, defense-responses can kill us: Holding
your breath and dashing to the surface is the very worst thing a diver can
do. It is also the most natural human response. Practical diver training aims
deliberately at reconditioning and even actively suppressing “natural” survival
responses in favour of ones that can save our lives. So, please keep your
training fresh.
Scuba diving may be relaxing but it does require our full attention.
Problems may arise if we do not – as discussed later. It is easy to lose sight of
this: We actually need to reinterpret our five physical senses and completely
change our primary means of propulsion (from walking to swimming). We also
need to adapt our normal 2D social orientation to a 3D one: When looking
for other people, we are accustomed to looking around, and not upwards or
downwards as in water. So, previously unconscious processes suddenly need
our attention. Experienced divers may take all this for granted but entry
level, novice or infrequent divers are a bit vulnerable to mental- and sensory
overload. Pool refreshers and “check-out dives” are a smart way of making the
transition easier before jumping in the lake or the ocean. The first “real dive” is
then so much more likely to be relaxing and enjoyable. This is good value for
money, if nothing else!
Water does not only determine the quality of diving but also the
quality (and even the duration) of our lives. Potable water is a “big deal” and
becoming increasingly so. Have a look at how to make sure your insides do not
become your outsides. If you want to show your guts, we recommend rather
exercising your abdominal muscles by toning them, rather than squatting on
the loo. Later on we explain how to do the former option efficiently.
Willow has its medical merits but you may be barking up the wrong tree
if you are a diver. If you were a bit lost with my reference to the botanical
origins (for instance, willow bark), then you may want to read the article on
why aspirin may not be the best thing since sliced-bread – at least for diving.
Please remember that fitness to dive is a
social responsibility, not only a personal choice:
We depend on each other while diving. So, an
unstable or disabling medical problem is also a
potential threat to the safety of others. Please be
considerate. Also, feel free to ask us the questions
you may never have had the opportunity or
courage to ask your diving instructor. In the Q&A
on “Can-I-dive”, we provide some interesting
examples, and the details on how to reach us for
medical questions, including a really “cool” app.
Dr Frans Cronjé
With that, we invite you to enjoy the rest of
MSc
78 MBChB,
Founder of DAN Southern Africa this edition. Until next time – safe diving!
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STATISTICS 2017
24- HOUR DAN HOTLINE

The hotline is available 24/7/365 at 0800 020 111 locally or +27 82 810 6010 from outside of South Africa. If
you travel internationally, remember to ensure that your party has at least one phone available for emergencies
with roaming activated. Contact the DAN hotline as soon as possible in the event of an emergency.
Stats Period Jan – Dec 2017
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Incident

Insight

Distracted
While Diving
By Peter Buzzacott, MPH, PhD

THE DIVER

The diver was a 48-year-old woman who was open-water
certified 20 years ago but had not dived since then. She
had recently taken a second open-water diving course. She
was 1.7 m tall, weighed 104 kg and had a body mass index
(BMI) of 36. She had recently lost 20 kg and was still in the
process of losing weight, though she was not dieting during
this seven-day liveaboard trip in Australia.

THE INCIDENT
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On the second day of diving, the diver reported “getting
carried away while taking pictures.” She stopped looking at
her gauges and realised at 30 m that she only had 69 bar
of breathing gas left. Her dive buddy was motioning for her
to ascend, so she began to do so purposefully. She reported
that she was feeling worried and that she did not want to
shoot to the surface, so she began a steady ascent.
At 14 m, she looked around and was initially unable to
locate her dive buddy, but she soon found him. She watched

her air supply dwindle. Finally, she reached 6 m with about
20 bar of air left. She opted to make a safety stop and watched
her gauge intently the whole time. As soon as she finished,
she motioned for her buddy to ascend the mooring line. She
ascended in a slow, controlled manner but stated that her
mind was racing and that she felt relief as her depth gauge
approached zero.

The diver reported “getting carried away while
taking pictures.” She stopped looking at her
gauges and realised at 30 m that she only had
69 bar of breathing gas left.
On the surface, the diver inflated her BCD, looked at her
gauge and saw that her tank was completely empty.

Incident Insight

air does not automatically lead to death, but when coupled
with panic and a rapid ascent, which may be more common
among inexperienced divers, the consequences can be grave.
An Australian study followed a thousand recreational
scuba divers and determined that, compared with divers
who surfaced with plenty of air remaining, divers who
surfaced low on air were more than 20 times more likely to
be surprised by how little air they had left. In other words,
like the diver involved in this incident, they were simply not
paying attention to their gauges.
Recently, I took up underwater photography again after
a long break. In the past few years, I had been diving plenty,
but without a camera. The first thing I rediscovered was how
utterly distracting a camera can be when you find something
you want to photograph. It is very easy to forget to keep an
eye on your depth or air and this is one reason why DAN
resolutely suggests recreational divers dive with a buddy. In
this incident, a buddy signalled the diver before she ran out
of air and accompanied her to the surface, able to render
assistance if needed.

Image by Sabrina Hindley

I rediscovered how utterly distracting a
camera can be when you find something you
want to photograph. It is very easy to forget to
keep an eye on your depth or air.

She recalled: It was a 30 m dive and I was very embarrassed.
My dive buddy was holding it back but I could tell he was
upset with me. I never told him how close I came to running
out of air but I apologised profusely, telling him I would
never do that again. I spoke with another diver, a former
instructor, and told him what had happened. He told me he
had made the same mistake once; got carried away with
what he was doing and forgot to watch his gauges. I was
thinking, “Wow, and you are a dive instructor!” I was shocked
at how easily you can lose sight of your depth. I mentally
vowed to stay with my buddy on future dives and to watch
my gauges.

ANALYSIS

This diver was lucky that she realised how low her cylinder
pressure was when she did. Much longer at that depth and
she would likely have run out of air before she made it
back to the surface. At DAN, we receive fatality reports every
year about divers who were not so lucky. Running out of

This diver had a close call, learned a valuable lesson
and lived to dive another day. Staying calm during her
ascent, staying near her buddy and inflating her BCD at
the surface were all essential elements in her incident
being harmless.
Another aspect of this case is particularly relevant
to modern divers. In the earlier days of underwater
photography, when divers used rolls of 24- or 36-shot
film, waterproof cameras were quite an investment and it
was far more common for divers to be very experienced
before buying their first camera. However, today, as this
diver showed, even newly certified divers pick up the now
relatively inexpensive hobby of underwater photography
before they have developed keen situational awareness
through many dives.
This relative inexperience and the distraction a
camera offers make for an unsafe combination underwater.
Therefore, newer divers who want to take their cameras
underwater are advised to discuss the dive plan with their
buddies before entering the water and to carefully consider
the added risk of distraction.
It can be easy to lose sight of depth, time and gas
supply when you are in search of the perfect image.
Stay alert – do not compromise your safety for the sake
of a photograph.
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Profile

Dive Industry Profile
Gordon Hiles, Underwater Cameraman and Film Maker
ordon Hiles, 63, began snorkelling and
spearfishing as a 12-year-old in the mid-1960s,
mainly around Fish Hoek and along the False
Bay coast. His basic snorkelling equipment included a rugby
jersey as a substitute wetsuit, for protection, and a homemade spear gun.
His eldest brother, who is now an engineer, was already
particularly inventive, so they started trying their hand
at underwater photography. Under his brother’s guidance,
Gordon helped to create their first prototype: An underwater
stills camera. This Kodak Instamatic 25-cartridge camera
was enclosed in a home-made rubber casing. Together
they managed to produce some simple but significant
monochrome and colour photographs. Although completely
unaware of his future at the time, these were the humble
beginnings of what was to come.
After completing high school and National Service,
Gordon joined SABC TV in 1973 and became one of the
first 40 recruits to work in TV in South Africa. He progressed
to Principal Cameraman and, in 1984, he was asked to
undergo scuba diving training to shoot a film on
Cape fur seals. So, the simple underwater
photography of his past in the 60s
quickly evolved into something much
more meaningful. The film was shot
at Dyer Island near Gansbaai, where
there were plenty seals and great
whites (and no cages were used
back then).
Underwater filming
opportunities were few and far
between at that stage, but his skills were
never lost and his experience gradually
accumulated. A landmark event for South Africa
was his filming of a 1987 TV commercial for a
fridge, filmed entirely underwater.
In 1992, Gordon returned to Dyer Island to
join Ron and Valerie Taylor for a Discovery Channel

G
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documentary on the development of the electronic shark
pod device. This went one step further in 1993 when he
shot the first National Geographic documentary on the
great white sharks of the region with a US film crew.
Another highlight of his underwater filming career was his
coverage of the ill-fated Dave Shaw dive at Boesmansgat in
January 2005.

A landmark event for South Africa was his
filming of a 1987 TV commercial for a fridge,
filmed entirely underwater.
Originally from Pietermaritzburg, Gordon Hiles has lived
in Johannesburg, Durban and, more recently, Cape Town. His
favourite dive spots in the world include Borneo, Galapagos,
and, of course, the very diverse Southern African coastline
with its range of coral reefs and big animals.
Gordon considers DAN membership
a necessary part of his continued
involvement in diving: “DAN
provides the peace of mind that
I feel is necessary when out
on an expedition. And while I
have never had to make any
calls to DAN,
the reassurance is
always there!”

DMO
profile Insight
Medical
Incident

DAN-SA HOTLINE
Medical
advice

In a diving emergency, call:
0800 020 111 (local)
+27 828 10 60 10 (int.)

www.dansa.org
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Travel Smarter
Food and water precautions

By the DAN medical staff

Before travelling to certain parts of the world, you may have heard the recommendation to,
“Boil it, cook it, peel it, or forget it.” While this is a great mnemonic to help you remember how
to avoid consuming contaminated food or beverages, it helps to understand the mechanisms
behind infection.
ravellers who get sick after ingesting
contaminated water most often experience
traveller’s diarrhoea (TD). According to the U.S.
Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), TD is the
most common illness affecting travellers and may occur
in 30-70% of travellers, depending on the destination and
season of travel.
While most cases resolve on their own after a few days,
TD is unpleasant and can ruin a vacation. Most cases of TD
are caused by bacteria, including Escherichia coli (E.coli),
Salmonella and others. Occasionally, viral infections from

T
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rotavirus, norovirus and astrovirus also lead to TD. It is also
important to note that TD is not the only illness caused by
unsafe water. You can also get more serious infections, such
as hepatitis A or typhoid.
It can be difficult to completely avoid unsafe water, but
the key to doing it is to be careful about what you eat and
drink, and to make sure all water used for hygienic purposes
is also clean. Below are some tips about what is usually
safe and what to avoid when travelling to areas where TD
is common.

Medical
DRINKING
Often safe
-----

Bottled and canned drinks
Drinks made with boiled water
Pasteurised milk in sealed bottles
Liquor without ice

-----

Tap water and fountain drinks
Freshly squeezed juice
Ice or frozen lollypops
Beer and wine on tap

Avoid

EATING
Often safe
----

Dry food (e.g., bread or crackers)
Factory-sealed canned and bottled foods
Produce that you wash or peel yourself

----

Salads or food from salad bars or buffets
Produce that is not washed or peeled by yourself
Unpasteurised dairy

Avoid

WASHING
Often safe
----

Brushing teeth with bottled or boiled water
Washing hands with clean water and soap
Alcohol-based hand sanitiser

----

Brushing teeth with tap water
Not washing hands or not using soap
Washing hands in contaminated water

Avoid

For divers, it is also critical to avoid swimming
with open cuts or wounds, or swallowing potentially
contaminated water in which they are swimming.

If, despite your best efforts, you come down with a
case of TD, make sure you drink plenty of fluids to avoid
dehydration. Over-the-counter diarrhoea medicine, such
as loperamide, may also help in the case of a simple runny
tummy. However, if there is significant fever or any blood in
the stool, called dysentery, this should not be treated with
anti-diarrhoeal medication, as this may worsen the invasive
intestinal infection. If symptoms are severe or prolonged,
or if the person suffering from TD is very young or old, or
suffers from a chronic medical condition, seek immediate
professional medical assistance. The sufferer may require
antibiotics or further medical intervention.

©Pixabay.com/Jarmoluk

It can be difficult to completely avoid unsafe
water, but the key to doing it is to be careful
about what you eat and drink.

DAN NOTE
For more information, visit CDC.gov or DAN.org/Health.
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Instituting a

Culture of Safety
A systematic approach

By Petar Denoble

Dr Jack Meintjes, an occupational medicine specialist who consults for
diving (and other) companies on occupational health and safety issues,
answers questions about the safety culture in recreational diving today.

afety culture has been defined as the product
of individual and group values, attitudes,
competencies and patterns of behaviour that
determine the commitment to, and the style and proficiency
of, an organisation’s health and safety programmes.

S

HOW WOULD YOU DEFINE THE
CULTURE OF DIVE SAFETY?

I like the definition, “How people behave when no one is
watching.” In diving, we have to rely on a number of people
for our health and safety. Many divers believe in good faith
that the air provided to them by a dive operator meets
safety requirements, that the boat operator will be there
when they surface, etc. From experience, however, we know
that this is not always true. I would like to see a tangible
culture that is present when you engage with all persons
involved in the operation.

WHY IS A SAFETY CULTURE IMPORTANT?

While most people are concerned about pressure-related
illnesses and injuries, most incidents are not related to
pressure. They range from falls on slippery surfaces to
injuries resulting from poor practices or poor design.
This is important to everyone: For dive operators, it
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involves legal and financial risk, including the risk of a bad
reputation. The employees of the dive operator could be
at risk of injury or illness, including illnesses that result
from long-term exposure to risk factors present during the
performance of their work. For divers who are clients of an
“unsafe” operation, the risk of a ruined dive holiday and the
associated medical and other costs is obvious.

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
CULTURE OF DIVE SAFETY?

Everyone has a role to play. For example, you can look at
any document that tries to regulate health and safety,
whether it be the formal legislation of a country or the
health and safety policy of a company or institution. If
properly designed, these documents will address the
responsibilities of all persons who could enter the premises
and surroundings. It will address not only the managerial
side of safety but also the roles of all employees, clients
and even visitors. But we have to be on guard against the
“If everyone is responsible, then no one is” mentality, so it
is important to assign responsibilities to specific people.
While all of us have a responsibility, not everyone has the
same responsibilities.

Safety

The process starts with the identification of possible
hazards (items or actions, or the lack thereof, that could
lead to injury, illness or other losses). Once the hazards have
been identified, each should be evaluated to determine the
risk associated with it. Some hazards may have more than
one risk: Risk of injury may also have a risk of litigation, or
certain chemicals may have a risk of liver damage, brain
damage, skin rashes and even cancer. One should determine
the risk for each of these outcomes. Once the risks are
known and scored in a way that indicates the greatest risks
in the institution, these can be addressed systematically.
Addressing some risks requires engineering changes
(e.g., modifying the design of a ladder on a dive boat to
prevent hand injuries) while addressing others requires
administrative changes such as rules, standard operating
procedures, training, etc.

Once the hazards have been identified, each
should be evaluated to determine the risk
associated with it.

Lastly, the use of personal protective equipment should
be considered. For example, addressing the risk of hearing
loss in compressor operators. When a system like this is
implemented and actively managed, you will find that the
risk scores (as measured) will decline. As the risk factors
are addressed, the distribution of scores, or the leading
risk factors may eventually change. This is appropriate and
helpful. It means that the institution enters into a cycle
of continual improvement in health and safety. If safe and
healthy behaviours are rewarded, they become ingrained
in all individuals and become part of that organisation’s
culture. The key attributes are the identification of hazards,
assessment of the risks associated with those hazards,
mitigation of those risks in a systematic manner and
continuous improvement over time.

EXPLORE MORE

Watch the video of Francois
Burman explaining the
HIRA programme.
https://youtu.
be/57SBFzUTe9o

HOW CAN WE EVALUATE THE SAFETY
AWARENESS OF DIVERS?

We developed a programme at DAN-SA in collaboration
with DAN Europe that is specific to the diving environment.
We have used it successfully at a number of dive locations
internationally, including some commercial dive operations,
and have received only positive feedback. These operations
then partner with DAN, and we assist them with expert

©Shutterstock.com/Roy Pedersen

WHAT ARE THE KEY ATTRIBUTES OF
A SOUND SAFETY CULTURE?
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Safety

MEET THE EXPERT

Dr Jack Meintjes, MBChB,
DOM, FCPHM(SA) Occ Med,
MMed (Occ Med), began
his dive medicine career at
the Institute for Maritime
Medicine in Simon’s Town,
South Africa, and is currently
the medical advisor to the
Department of Labour of
South Africa. He is employed
as the Head of the Unit for
Infection Prevention and
Control at Stellenbosch
University and Tygerberg
Academic Hospital, and is the
medical director of DAN-SA.
A passionate diver who
has completed numerous
recreational, commercial
and military dives, Meintjes
serves on a number of
international diving medical
bodies, including the
European Diving Technology
Committee and the Diving
Medical Advisory Committee.

advice (in occupational medicine, engineering, etc.) that
could lead to improvement of their health and safety, while
we also recognise their efforts by listing them as a Diving
Safety Partner (DSP). Divers can then see who the safetyconscious operators are and dive with them.
The other consideration is the evaluation of safety
awareness in divers, which we have not yet started. We make
divers aware of the programme, and we have published
many articles on safety issues associated with diving
operations, but we have not yet measured divers’ awareness
of safety. My sense would be to first engage with our DAN
members via both our communications’ channels and out in
the field.

WHAT ARE THE GAPS IN THE DIVE
SAFETY CULTURE TODAY?

The gaps are in the knowledge of particular risks among
dive operators and the lack of a structured approach to dive
safety. Most people address the “obvious” risks but these
are not the ones causing the most incidents. Sometimes
the warnings are there in the form of near misses. However,
there are very few dive operators who measure and
systematically evaluate incidents, let alone near misses.

WHAT CAN BE DONE ABOUT THIS
AND WHO CAN DO IT?

DAN-SA has started the process with the Hazard
Identification and Risk Assessment (HIRA) programme (see
below). Once the hazards and risks are known, the operators
can start systematically addressing them. We also provide
a framework in which these problems can be addressed
and act as a resource centre in this regard. However, we do
not force this approach, we offer it. The process is always

initiated by the dive operators. We invite them to ask us for
assistance and then engage with them upon request.

Once the hazards and risks are known,
the operators can start systematically
addressing them.
Since we have a passion for a culture of health and
safety in diving, we are currently offering this service at no
cost to recreational dive operators in our region. We want
divers to come to expect a high level and a culture of safety.
This would then put unsafe operators out of business. In the
end, everybody would meet their responsibilities for health
and safety.

WHAT ARE POSSIBLE OBSTACLES IN
ADVANCING A CULTURE OF SAFETY AND
HOW CAN THEY BE OVERCOME?

Many people are simply not aware of existing safety
standards. It is often true that a dive operation can make
cheap and easy changes that can have a dramatic impact
on safety. It is thus important that we make the information
available to everyone concerned. Unfortunately, there are
still some people who “have done it like this for years”
and are not willing to change so they simply accept a high
incident rate.
I think the power is in the hands of the client. When
divers come to expect a healthy and safe dive (and all
associated interactions), dive operators will have to provide
such a service to survive.

HIRA GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

----
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--

To initiate and then grow participation of all
diving service providers
To provide risk and safety awareness education
to all participants
To offer risk mitigation and control training
courses based on actual operational aspects
To have an accident and incident-monitoring
programme in place to continually assess the
status of progress toward the vision

TYPICAL RISK AREAS

--------

Ladders and stairs
Entries and exits, emergency escape routes
Boat propellers and boat operations
Slippery surfaces
Lifting of heavy equipment
Noise-induced hearing loss
Compressors, gas quality, cylinder
filling, cleanliness

Safety

’s Diving Safety
Essentials App is here!
The DAN-SA App provides divers with a new way to learn about safety.

The DAN-SA App helps you locate DAN Industry, Diving Safety and HIRA
Partners as well as Diving Doctors. You can access your DAN-SA profile via
the member portal, keep up to date with the latest DAN-SA news and access
essential health and diving resources.

YOUR ADVENTURE
YOUR SAFETY
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Medline

Medical Queries
Diving with medical conditions,
pre-emptive antibiotics and
photosensitivity

By the DAN medical staff

Q | Lately, I feel like I am getting sunburned
much more easily than I used to. I am taking a
new medication. Is there any chance that this
could be the cause?
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A | Sunshine is a welcome addition to just about any day
spent outdoors. For many people, a hat, a T-shirt and some
sunscreen are sufficient to limit the negative effects of
sun exposure.
However, certain medications can make people more
sensitive to the sun’s ultraviolet (UV) rays; this is called
photosensitivity. Both regularly and temporarily used
medications can cause photosensitivity. Minor symptoms
include skin reddening, itching or rash; more serious
symptoms include a burn, blisters and discoloration or
darkening of the skin. Report any significant or unusual
reactions to a medication combined with sun exposure to
your prescribing or primary care physician. Some reactions
are serious.

There are more than 100 medications, both prescription
and over-the-counter, that can cause increased susceptibility
to UV rays, and these include both oral and topical
medications. The best policy is to first read the label of any
medication you take and then ask your physician and/or
pharmacist about photosensitivity before exposure to the
sun (or a tanning bed).
Drugs that may cause photosensitivity include
antibiotics, antihistamines, cardiovascular medications (such
as diuretics and blood-pressure medications), nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs (ibuprofen, indomethacin), some
antidepressants and some antipsychotic medications.
Taking a medication that can cause photosensitivity
does not mean you have to avoid outdoor activities. It just
means you should take extra precautions to lessen your
exposure to UV light. Consider wearing a wide-brimmed hat,
long sleeves and long pants, and reapply your sunscreen
more frequently. Stay indoors around midday if possible and
seek shade when you are outside.
Joel Dovenbarger, BSN

Medline

Q | I have been diving for 15 years without
any problems, but on my last couple of trips
I experienced pain in my upper left abdomen
under my ribs, about 15-30 minutes into a dive.
It becomes increasingly painful over the rest
of the dive. I am healthy, take no prescription
medications and exercise regularly. I usually
take antacids prior to diving. I do not have this
pain any other time. It gets more uncomfortable
during ascent but goes away shortly after I get
out of the water. It is starting to take the fun
out of diving. Any suggestions?
A | Please note that we cannot diagnose you; you really
need to be evaluated by a physician. Because your
abdominal pain seems to change with pressure, it may be
due to the expansion of gas in your gastrointestinal system.
The increased discomfort during ascent, in particular,
suggests trapped gas as a possibility. It could be normal
gas resulting from digestion or it could be from drinking
carbonated beverages. Avoiding gassy foods, such as beans,
broccoli, cabbage and other cruciferous vegetables, may
help. Many divers stay away from soft drinks prior to diving
to limit the amount of gas in the gastrointestinal system.
This may be evidence of a hernia. During ascent, an
isolated segment of bowel containing excess or expanding
gas can expand, which may cause pain or injury. People
should not dive with an unrepaired hernia without
consulting a diving physician. Other sources of abdominal
pain include reflux, an irritated ulcer and other causes, but
pain caused by these factors would be expected to occur at
other times as well.
Another possibility that you should consider is that
this may be related to swallowing air, in efforts to equalise
the ears or while breathing from your regulator. Divers
swallow a certain amount of air as a result of breathing
compressed gas. Additionally, a second stage with very low
breathing resistance or that is prone to free flowing can
increase air swallowing. You might consider having your
regulator serviced and discussing your issues with the
service technician. A “tightening up” of the second stage and
swallowing as part of the equalisation process may help you.
Remember that this is all speculation and that an evaluation
by a doctor is crucial.

Q | My wife and I love to travel to exotic
destinations, and my previous doctor used to
give me antibiotics in case I fell ill in a remote
location. I have a new primary care physician
who is hesitant to do this. What does
DAN-SA recommend?
A | For some time now, prescribing guidelines regarding
antibiotic use for various conditions have favoured a much
more conservative approach due to increasing antibiotic
resistance. Many illnesses are viral in nature and antibiotics
are of no benefit in these cases. If you get sick while
travelling, a local physician is your best resource; he or
she will be aware of the common pathogens that cause
problems in the area you are visiting.
When travelling, your best methods of defence against
illness are handwashing, careful sourcing of water and
food, getting relevant travel immunisations, and taking
appropriate precautions in areas where mosquitoes and
other living organisms can transmit infectious diseases to
humans. Talk to your doctor or visit a travel medicine clinic
if you will be going to a region in which medical care is
lacking. The doctor can advise you about any medications
you should take with you and when to use them.
In cases where access to medication is a major
concern, the travel medical doctor or diving doctor may
well advise on taking medication with you (e.g. a malaria
test and medication to initiate malaria treatment).
However, taking “broad spectrum antibiotics” without being
properly evaluated can set you up for infection with a
resistant organism.

ASK US ANYTHING

DAN-SA is here to
answer all your medical
questions. You can call
the DAN-SA Hotline at
0800 020 111 toll free
from inside South Africa
or +27 82 810 6010
from outside of South
Africa. You can also
email any questions to
mail@dansa.org

Scott Smith, EMT-P, DMT

Frances Smith, EMT-P, DMT
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All orders can be placed through our new DAN Gear Shop at www.danshop.co.za
or by contacting the DAN Shop on +27 63 917 8371 or admin@danshop.co.za.
All prices include VAT at 14%. E&OE.
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DAN RASH VEST
With Rashies available in both red and white, this unisex rash vest made from Hight Stretch Lycra
is a must-have for all divers. This vest is ideal for use under your wetsuit or for UV protection when
in tropical locations. The DAN UV rash vest products have been tested and have all passed with a
minimum UV50 factor. Using these products will decrease exposure to the sun’s harmful rays and help
protect against skin cancer. We still recommend using approved sun blocks for added protection while
using our or any other brand’s products.

DAN SURFACE SIGNALLING KIT
New and improved! This kit includes a 1.9 m orange safety sausage (with
a low-pressure attachment, dump valve and reflective strip), a Windstorm
whistle, a signal mirror and a signalling torch. The accessories are incorporated
into the sausage’s base and the sausage clips to your BCD.
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DAN LADIES SWEATER
This wind-resistant and water-repellent jacket is 280 g/m², 100% polyester, has
mechanical stretch and is woven. It is bonded to 100% polyester microfleece and
has adjustable, velcro-closure cuffs. With a wind placket and two hand pockets with
zips, you are sure to stay warm. There are also two interior pockets, one of which
has an earphone outlet. This jacket also features an elastic cord with stoppers in the
bottom hem; the back hemline has been dropped.

DAN SLAZENGER SMASH MEN’S HOODED SWEATER
This DAN branded, Slazenger Smash men’s hooded sweater is 350 g/m2 and
80% cotton, 20% polyester. It is a jersey knit and is brushed on the inside.
Rib-knit cuffs and a hem which contains elastane keep the cold air out. With a
contrast-coloured herringbone neck tape and two-tone cord in the hood, this
garment will make you stand out. This hoodie features raglan sleeves and a
kangaroo pocket and is finished with a Slazenger flag label.

DAN THERMAL RASH VEST
Available in black, this unisex rash vest made from Hight
Stretch Lycra is fleece/fire skin lined and is great for cool
water or for those who tend to get cold quickly. It is ideal for
use under your wetsuit or for UV protection when in tropical
locations. The DAN UV rash vest products have been tested
and have all passed with a minimum UV50 factor. Using these
products will decrease exposure to the sun’s harmful rays and
help protect against skin cancer. We still recommend using
approved sunblocks for added protection while using our or
any other brand’s products.
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No Sit-Ups,
No Problem

A systematic approach

By Jessica B. Adams, PhD, and Matthew DelTufo, D.P.T.

Core stability is vital for sports, daily activities, functional independence as we age
and, you guessed it, scuba diving. So what do fitness gurus and your friends at the
gym mean when they refer to the core? They are talking about the musculature that
surrounds the stomach: The abdominals, obliques and lower back.

DAN NOTE

To avoid an increased
risk of decompression
sickness, DAN
recommends that divers
avoid strenuous exercise
for 24 hours after
making a dive. During
your annual physical
exam or following any
changes in your health
status, consult your
physician to ensure you
have medical clearance
to dive.
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ore strength has a host of benefits. A stronger
midsection allows you to approach the physical
challenges of scuba diving and other weightbearing activities with more force. It enables the body
to better withstand the jarring external forces that are
common on a rocking boat. A strong core means increased
stability for balance and transitional movements, such as
manoeuvring on land in scuba gear. Finally, and perhaps
most importantly, a strong core reduces risk of injury. Many
people work out their arms and legs but a weak link in the
centre of your body increases the likelihood that an injury
will take place there. A weak or inactive core is a common
cause of lower-back pain.
Out of the water, core stability is important for gear
setup and transport, moving around on a rocking boat and
simply standing from a seated position to embark on a
journey through the deep. A strong midsection allows your
body to safely and effectively oppose these external forces
without suffering debilitating effects.
In the underwater realm, your core takes on a whole
new level of importance. The core muscles serve as the
foundation upon which movement occurs; the abs stabilise
the pelvis to allow us divers to propel ourselves through
the water. Strong abdominals are essential to efficient
finning, while weak abdominals lead to lower-back pain.
Now we will dive into some of the best core exercises
specifically for underwater adventurers. Most people go
right to sit ups when thinking of core exercises but there
are many ways to strengthen your core without doing a
single sit-up.

C

CHAIR POSE

1. Start by standing with your feet shoulder-width apart
and parallel.
2. Once your feet are positioned, stop looking at them
and stand upright.
3. Lean back, shifting your weight onto your heels, using
your arms for balance.
4. Focus your eyes forward or slightly downward.
5. Raise your arms, reaching your fingers toward the sky.
6. Pull in your belly button, continuing to breathe while
holding this position (this is one of the most important
aspects of the movement).
7. Begin holding for five seconds and work up to
30 seconds.
8. Repeat five times.
Tips
-- Relax your neck
-- Keep your chest up and your eyes down
-- Keep breathing
Challenge
Try the exercise with your feet placed closer together.

Fitness
the floor will activate your core. So pay attention to
your body and work where you are comfortable.
5. Hold for five to 30 seconds (depending on
your balance).
6. Repeat on the opposite side.
7. Repeat five times.
Tips
-- Keep your chest up
-- Keep your shoulders back
-- Focus on a specific, stationary spot
-- Standing on a hard surface is easier
-- If you start to lose your balance, put your foot
down on the floor
Challenge
Keep your knee up without using your hands.

BRIDGES

1. Begin by lying on your back with your knees bent and
your fleet flat on the floor.
2. Flatten your lower back on the floor.
3. While maintaining this position, lift your hips until
your body is in a straight line from your knees to your
shoulder blades.
4. Begin holding for five seconds and work up to
30 seconds.
5. Repeat 10 times.
Tip
Squeeze your glutes (butt muscles) and continue
to breathe.
Challenge
Try to squeeze a pillow between your knees while you
hold the bridge position (the natural tendency is for
your knees to splay outward).

SINGLE LEG STANDING

1. Begin with a good neutral posture and your feet
shoulder-width apart. It is a good idea to start near a
wall in case you lose your balance.
2. Transfer your weight onto your dominant foot.
3. Slowly flex your hip and knee, picking your
non-dominant foot up off the ground.
4. The goal is to flex your hip until your thigh is parallel
to the floor while you hold your knee with your hands.
However, just raising your foot a few centimetres from

FLAT BACK

1. Begin with a good, neutral posture and your feet
shoulder-width apart.
2. Fold forward at your waist, allowing your arms to
dangle toward your toes, and relax.
3. Bend your knees slightly and extend through your
back so that your hands hang at knee level.
4. Squeeze your shoulder blades together and pull your
belly button toward your spine. Your back should be
flat like a table top. Your head and neck should be in
a neutral position, with your eyes focussed slightly in
front of you.
5. Hold for five to 10 seconds while continuing to breathe.
6. Relax back into the forward fold (step 2).
7. Repeat 10 times.
Tip
Focus on squeezing your shoulder blades and
preventing your tummy from sagging.
Challenge
Increase the duration of the hold to 30 seconds.
If you follow the exercises listed above, you will be on your
way to a rock-solid core without doing a single sit-up. Enjoy
your new-found strength and continue on your journey
through the water, uninterrupted by injury.
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Directory
EASTERN CAPE

Durban North

Springbok

Langebaan

P. Conradie • 041 583 2121
P.A. Schwartz • 041 363 1901

Empangeni

WESTERN CAPE

Lutzville

East London

Glenwood

J.C. Springate • 031 268 5255

F.J. Cronjé • 021 910 0454
G.S. Wolfaardt • 021 943 3500

Mossel Bay

FREE STATE

Hillcrest

Brackenfell

Parow

H.J.R. Colyn • 057 353 3191
E. Kotze • 057 352 5905

Parlock

Cape Town

Bloemfontein Westdene

Scottburgh

G.P. Morris • 039 978 3344

A. Daya • 021 424 2003
G.J. Greef • 021 424 2003
G.M. Rosendorff • 021 424 2003
L.A. de Kock • 021 424 2003

GAUTENG

Umhlanga Rocks

Durbanville

Umlazi Township

Foreshore

P. de Jager • 012 362 1119
B.H. Kloppers • 012 362 8828

Westridge Berea

Gansbaai

Midrand

LIMPOPO

George

Port Elizabeth

I.M. Watson • 043 735 4194

Welkom

N. Bodenstein • 051 430 7122
		

Montana

R.J. Britz • 083 422 9882

Hatfield

K.A. Ingham • 011 315 5817

Benoni

W.F.J. Rathgeber • 031 564 4445
D.J. Struwig • 035 792 1310

H. Karani • 031 765 4528
A.J. Groenewald • 031 562 9393

D.G. Govender • 031 566 2066
B. Manukuza • 031 909 1848
N.I. Park-Ross • 031 261 8291

Polokwane

N.J.M. Visser • 027 718 2685

Bellville

H.A. Burger • 021 981 2118

E.P. Bouwer • 021 976 3008
M.L. Mokhobo • 021 400 5266
H.C. Barnard • 028 384 0411
D.S. Benkenstein • 044 801 8900

P. Lehman • 011 849 2475

V.H. Meintjes • 015 293 0308
W.J.S. van Zyl • 015 297 7388

Hermanus

Honeydew

MPUMALANGA

Hout Bay

H.H. Sauer • 011 801 5600

KWAZULU - NATAL
Amanzimtoti

P.D. Badul • 031 902 6665
A.M. du Plessis • 031 904 7460

Bluff

J.J. Wessels • 031 466 5030

Nelspruit

N.C. Abel • 028 312 1190
C.C. Robertson • 021 434 4011

M. Wessels • 083 273 7635
I.R. Marais • 027 217 1520
J. de G. Botma • 044 691 2011
C.J. Roberts • 021 938 9810
W.A.J. Meintjes • 021 938 5051

Stellenbosch

J.H. Esser • 076 861 9520

Tokai

J.E. Rosenthal • 021 710 9950

Vredendal

S.F. Nieuwoudt • 027 213 1053

Vredenburg

W.H. Keuck • 022 713 5636

Waterfront

A.P. Botha • 021 419 1888
M. Brauer • 021 419 1888

INTERNATIONAL
Namibia

H.J. Strauss • 00264 64 221 050
N.E. Marais • 00264 63 203 911

A.W. Hollmann • 013 755 5000

NORTHERN CAPE
Alexander Bay

A.J. Stoffels • 027 831 1920

Kuruman

S.C. Wiid • 053 712 0461
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